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During interphase (the period of the cell cycle where the cell is not dividing) 

two types of chromatin can be distinguished according to 

intensity of staining and intensity of transcription:  

 euchromatin (light-colored, active transcription) 

 heterochromatin (stained darkly, consists of mostly inactive DNA)  

CHROMATIN 



Morphology and characteristic of chromosomes 

What is the chemical basis of chromosome? 

What is the nucleosome? 



Chromosome composition: 

  long arm - q 

  short arm - p  

  centromere 

  secondary constriction 

  satellite - bulge on telomeric end, contains       

enzyme, plays role in nucleolous formation 

  telomeres 



Position of the centromere: 

 metacentric 

 submetacentric 

 acrocentric 

 telocentric 

(A) metacentric; (B) submetacentric; (C) acrocentric; (D) telocentric 



Species Number 

human 46 

chimpanzee 48 

dog 78 

cat 38 

horse 64 

donkey 62 

pig 38 

goat  60 

sheep 54 

cow 60 

mouse 40 

domestic fowl 78 

carp 104 

fruit fly 8 

SIZE   (1-10 μm) 

NUMBER (in table) 



What is sister chromatids? 

What is nonsister chromatids? 

What is homologous chromosome? 

What is heterologous chromosome? 



 higher risk of mutation increases with woman´s age (over 35 years)  

 prenatal examination of foetus is recommended 

 chromosome mutation occurs with freguence (1 from 1000 gamete) 

CYTOGENETICS 

- study of chromosome structure, number and its MUTATIONS 

 

Cause - during meiosis: 

 incorrect chromosome separation      number change 

 chromosome breaking and wrong joining      structure change 

 

Result: 

 spontaneous abortion 

 anomaly of growth 

 disorder of organe development (heart, kidney…) 

 disorder of reproduction, that can lead to sterility 

 disorder of imunity development 

 mental retardation 



Material for examination: 

 cells (from blood, amniotic fluid, etc) are grown in vitro to 

 increase the number (fytohemaglutinin - stimulates mitosis) 

 mitosis is stopped after 2-3 days in metaphase by mitotic 

 inhibitor colchicine (prevents mitotic spindle from forming)  

 cells are lysed in hypotonic solution to release chromosomes 

 chromosomes are stained, photographed and grouped 

Examination of chromosomes 



KARYOLOGY 
 study of whole sets of chromosomes - chromosomal 

 aberrations and sex 

KARYOTYPE  

 observed chromosome characteristics of individual or species 

KARYOGRAM, IDIOGRAM  

 format of chromosomes arranged in pairs, ordered by size 

 and position of centromere 



Human normal karyotype and karyogram – 46 chromosomes 

 22 pairs of autosoms (44) (somatic chromosomes)  

   one  pair of gonosoms (2) (sex chromosomes) 

X X 

Write karyotypes of woman and man and domestic animals – see handbook 

How many chromosomes (autosomes and gonosomes) are in somatic and in sex cell?  



chromosome banding  

Methods of identification of chromosomes 

G-banding - treatment of chromosome in metaphase stage with 

 trypsin (to partially digest the protein) and stain them 

 with Giemsa (dark bands are A,T rich, gene poor)  

R-banding - reverse to G-bands 



FISH (Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization)  

 use of highly specific DNA probes which are hybridized to 

 interphase or metaphase chromosomes  

DNA probe is labeled with fluorescent (direct method) or non 

 fluorescent molecules which are then detected by 

 fluorescent antibodies (indirect method) 

 probes bind to a specific region on target chromosome  

 chromosomes are stained using a contrasting color and cells 

 are viewed using a fluorescence microscope 

Animation of FISH:  

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html# 

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html


multiplex FISH – more differently colored DNA probes 



Mutations 

1) Genome mutation = numerical aberation  

- Change in chromosome number 

  Aneuploidy – change of number of chromosome 

  Euploidy – change of chromosome sets 

2) Chromosomal mutation = structural aberation 

- Change in structure of chromosome 

3) Gene mutation 

- change in genes, nucleotides or their order 

Mutation is change in genotype, that can be inherited.  

a) spontaneous – by mistake in DNA replication and 

 reparation mechanism 

b) induced – induced by mutagenes 



Change in number of chromosomes 

(numerical aberation, genome mutation) 

EUPLOIDY (polyploidy)   

 change in number of chromosome sets   

 polyploid cells have multiple sets of chromosomes 3n, 4n … 

diploid cells - 2n 

haploid cells - n 



Polyploidy in plants: 

 triploidy (banana) 

 tetraploidy (potatoes)  

 hexaploidy (wheat) (allopolyploidy – from 3 different ancestors) 

 oktoploidy (strawberry)   

 

Polyploidy in animals: 

- in beetle, ring worm, amphibian, fish 

e.g. common tench (Tinca tinca)  

female is exposed to cold shock → in second meiosis, polar body fuses 

with oocyte to form female gamete (2n) →  egg is fertilized with sperm (n) 

to form triploid individuum (3n), that is higher, with better food conversion 

but sterile 



ANEUPLOIDY    

 change in number of individual chromosomes that can lead 

 to chromosomal disorder (syndroms)  

 caused by nondisjunction of chromososmes in meiosis: 

   - homologous chromosomes fail to separate during anaphase I 

   - sister chromatids fail to separate during anaphase II  

 

 monosomy (2n - 1) 

 trisomy (2n + 1) 



How is trisomy formed? 



syndrom sex chromosomes frequency 

in birth 

life length, 

fertility 

Down M, F trisomy 21 (47,+ 21) 1/700 15 years 

Edwards M, F trisomy 18 (47,+ 18) 1/5000 1 year 

Patau M, F trisomy 13 (47,+ 13) 1/15000 6 months 

Turner F monosomy XO (45,X) 1/5000 non-fertile 

Klinefelter M XXY (47, XXY) 1/2000 non-fertile 

Metamale M XYY (47, XYY) 1/2000 normal 

Metafemale F XXX (47, XXX) 1/700 even fertile 

ANEUPLOIDY 

 trisomy (2n + 1) 47+21, 47+13, 47+18, 47XYY, 47XXY, 47XXX 

 monosomy (2n - 1) 45,X (karyotype 45,Y does not occur, as embryo 

      without X chromosome cannot survive) 

Alterations in chromosome number – in human  



Down syndrom – trisomy of chromosome 21 (47,XX+21) 

 mild to severe mental retardation  

 characteristic facial features, short stature 

 large tongue - speech difficulties  

 survive into middle-age  

 heart defects  

 susceptibility to respiratory disease 

incidence increases with age of mother, although 

25% of cases result from nondisjunction of  

father's chromosome 21 



Edwards syndrom - trisomy of chromosome 18 (47,XX+18) 

 the most common autosomal trisomy after Down syndrome  

 survival rate is low (half die in utero, of liveborn infants 50% live to 2 

 months and 5 - 10% will survive their first year of life)  

 growth deficiency, mental retardation, microcephaly, heart 

 defects and abnormalities, apnea 



Patau syndrom - trisomy of chromosome 13 (47,XX+13) 

 serious eye, brain, circulatory defects  

 cleft palate, atrial septal defect, inguinal hernia 

 polydactyly 

 children rarely live more than a few months.  



Turner syndrom – monosomy of chromosome X (45,X) 

 genetically female  

 do not mature sexually during puberty  

   and are sterile  

 short stature, normal intelligence  

   (98% of fetuses die before birth)   



Klinefelter syndrom – extra chromosome X (47,XXY) 

 genetically males  

 small testes, sterile  

 breast enlargement and  

 other feminine body characteristics 

 normal intelligence  



Metamale (Jacob syndrom) 

(47, XYY) 

 taller than average  

 below normal intelligence 

Metafemale (47, XXX) 

 usually cannot be 

distinguished from normal 

female except by karyotype  



DELETION (microdeletion) – part of chromosome is deleted 

 intersticial (inside of chromosome) 

 terminal (at the end of chromosome)  

Change in structure of chromosomes 

(structural aberation) 

Cry of the cat (Cri du chat)   

 deletion of small portion of chromosome 5  

 children have severe mental retardation  

 small head with unusual facial features  

 cry that sounds like a distressed cat  



DUPLICATION - part of chromosome is duplicated 

Change in structure of chromosomes 

(structural aberation) 

Fragile X  

 X chromosome is fragile at one end (seeing 

 "hanging by a thread" under a microscope)  

 at this end is over 700 repeats due to duplications 

 (normal is 29 repeats)  

 most common form of mental retardation  



INSERTION - part of one chromosome is inserted in other      

     chromosome 

TRANSLOCATION – part of one chromosome is translocated 

      to other chromosome 

reciprocal (parts of two chromosomes are mutually translocated) 



INVERSION – changeover of segment in chromosome 

Animation of changes in chromosome structure:  

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html# 

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html


Gene mutations 

What are types of gene mutations? 



Type representative 

Mammal 

(Drosophila) 
Y-gene SRY 

XY XX mammals, insect, 

some fish, reptile, 

amphibian 

Platypus  
Y-gene DMRT1 

X1Y1X2Y2

X3Y3X4Y4

X5Y5 

X1X1X2X2

X3X3X4X4

X5X5 

platypus 

Bird  

(Abraxas, ZW) 
Y-gene DMRT1 

ZZ ZW birds, butterfly, some 

fish, reptile, plant, 

amphibiant 

Protenor XO XX bug and orthoptera 

insect 

chromosome 

sets 

n 2n social insect 

Sex differentiation 

2. different sex chromosomes in ♂ and ♀ 

1. influenced by temperature in environment 

reptile (turtle, crocodile) 

♂♂ (t <28 °C) ♀♂ (t 28-32 °C) ♀♀ (t >32 °C) 



-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
* represent 90% of all CT genes, encode markers found in 

tumor cells in Cancer patients and in human Testis in 
healthy patients. Theory that these genes (and thus X-
chromosome) confer evolutionary fitness to human males 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SEX CHROMOSOMES 

Human chromosome X 
  > 153 million bp (5% of DNA in women's cells,  2.5% in men's) 

  gene-poor region (repeated segments of DNA)  

  2000 genes - genes are very short, 10% of genes are "CT" 

genes*  

  mutations in genes of X chromosome = X-linked genetic 

disorders (hemophilia A and B, color blindness) 



Human chromosome Y  

 58 million bp (0.38% of the total DNA in a human cell)  

 86 genes, which code for 23 proteins  

 in mammals, gene SRY (Sex-determining Region on Y, for testis 

development, thus determining sex) and other genes for production of sperma  

 traits inherited via Y chromosome are called holandric traits 

Origin 

 X and Y chromosomes diverged 300 million years ago from a 

 pair of autosomes in ancestral mammal (allelic variation developed)  

 genes beneficial for males and harmful to females developed 

 on Y chromosome or were acquired by translocation  

 Y chromosome can not recombine with X chromosome, 

 except pseudoautosomal regions at the telomeres  

 (5% of chromosome's length)*  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*these regions are relics of ancient homology between X and Y chromosomes 

Sex chromosomes of papaya have short evolution history (several milion years),  

chromosome Y has 90% homology with X chromosome 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  



BARR BODY (SEX CHROMATIN) 

(named after Murray Liewellyn Barr (1908–1995), Canadian anatomist?) 

 Mary Lyon hypothesis(1960)  

 BARR BODY is X chromosome (supercoiled 1 μm oval 

 heterochromatic body) that is inactive (non-transcribable)  

 process of Barr Body formation is called LYONIZATION  

 In humans, this occurs 12 days after fertilization 

Animation of X-inactivation: http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html# 

female - in 20-70% cells of bucal mucose 

male - in 0-3% cells of bucal mucose 

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html


GENETICS 

Genetics is the science of 

HEREDITY and VARIATION in 

living organisms  

 therm genetics was first used in 1905 by W. BATESON 

 from latin (genesis = nativity) 

Knowledge of the inheritance of characteristics (traits) has 

been used since prehistoric times for improving crop plants and 

animals through selective breeding.  



YEAR AUTHOR DISCOVERY 

1856-1863  J. G. Mendel experiments with pea…Mendel principles 

1859 Ch. Darwin evolution - „On the Origin of Species ...“ 

1882-1885 E. Strasburger, W. 

Flemming 

nucleus contains chromosomes 

1908 G. H. Hardy, W. Weinberg Hardy-Weinberg principles 

1910 T. H. Morgan Morgan principles, genes are located on chromosomes 

1930 R. A. Fischer synthesis of Mendel´s and Darwin´s theories 

1941 G. Beadle, E. Tatum one gene encodes one enzyme 

1944 O. Avery and others DNA carries genes 

1953 J. Watson, F. Crick description of DNA structure 

1961 S. Brenner and others mRNA 

  F. Jacob, J. Monod operon model of regulation of gene expression in bacteria 

1965 R. Holley tRNA 

1977 W. Gilbert, F. Sanger sequencing of DNA 

  P. Sharp and others Introns 

  F. Sanger first complete sequence of virus (bakteriofág FX174)   

1986 K. Mullis and others PCR 

A list of important discoveries in GENETICS 



1. MOLECULAR GENETICS  
- structure and replication of DNA and gene expression on  

molecular level (see other lectures) 

 

2. CLASSICAL GENETICS 
- transfer of trait from one generation to the other one 

 

 MENDELIAN INHERITANCE 

 NON-MENDELIAN INHERITANCE 

 HERITABILITY OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT (quantitative genetics) 

 

3. POPULATION GENETICS 
- variation in genes (traits) in one population or between more 

populations 

Three parts of GENETICS: 



Object of study is heritability of qualitative trait of individuum 

CLASSICAL GENETICS  

MENDELIAN INHERITANCE (Mendelian genetics, Mendelism)  

Medelian inheritance includes:  

1. Mendelian principles (laws) 

2. Gene interactions 

3. Genetic linkage 

4. Sex-linked traits 

principles relating to transmission of hereditary characteristics 

 from parents to their progeny (offspring) 

 derived from the work of Johan Gregor Mendel (published in 1865 and 1866)  

 integration of Mendelian principles and chromosome Theory by Thomas 

 Hunt Morgan in 1915  



Johan Gregor Mendel (1824-1884) 

 "father of modern genetics„ 
 born in Hynčice, Austria (now ČR)  

 1840-43 Philosophical Institute in Olomouc  

 1843 Augustinian Abbey of St. Thomas in Brno 

 1851 University of Viena 

 1853 teacher of physics, 1868 abbot 

 experiments with pea (Pisum sativum), 

 hawkweed (Hieracium), honeybees → 

 Mendel's Laws of Inheritance 
 died in Brno from chronic nephritis 

seed flower pod stalk 



PROTEINS  

 have certain functions (building, regulation or katalytic) and 

thus participate on certain trait (character), for example: 

1) gene for flower colour expresses into protein, that  

 has function of enzyme, that katalyzes synthesis of  

 certain flower colour  

2) gene for blood type expresses into protein (aglutinogene) 

present on the surface of erythrocytes and thus  

 influences the blood type (aglutination reaction)   
 

TRAIT (character) = feature of an organism 

GENE EXPRESSION  

 expression of gene (a part of DNA) through transcription and 

translation 

 What is the result of gene expression?  

*Animation of gene expression: http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html# 

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html


PHENOTYPE  

 in common use = synonym for trait  

 strictly speaking = indicate the state of trait  
 (e.g., trait eye color has phenotypes - blue, brown and green)  

 also complex of traits in organism produced by genotype  

 (in conjunction with environment) 

Qualitative trait  

 monogenetic inheritance - trait is influenced by single MAJOR 

GENE  

 phenotype falls into different categories 

 Examples ? 

Quantitative trait   

 interactions between 2 or more MINOR GENES and their 

environment  

 phenotyope varies in degree  

 Examples? 



GENE = unit of inheritance  

 encodes one protein (structural gene) or 

tRNA and rRNA  

Allele = concrete form of gene  

 How many alleles can have gene? 

Locus (plural loci) = fixed position of gene 

on chromosome 

GENOTYPE - the genetic (allelic) constitution of organism with 

respect to trait 

Homozygous - two alleles of certain gene carried by individual 

are the same (dominant or recessive homozygous) 

Heterozygous - two alleles of certain gene carried by individual 

are different  

 

Autosomal - locus on not sex-linked chromosome (autosome) 

Gonosomal - locus on sex-linked chromosome (gonosome) 



Terminology: 

P generation (parental) = generation of parents, that are 

 different homozygous (dominant and recessive)  

F1 generation = first generation of uniform offspring, result of 

 crossing of P generation 

F2 generation = second generation of offspring, result of 

 crossing of two individuals of F1 generation 

B1 generation (back crossing) = first generation of back 

 crossing (individuals of P and F1 generations) 

Hybrid = heterozygous; usually offspring of two different 

 homozygous individuals in the certain trait  

Monohybrid cross - cross involving parents differing in one studied trait 

Dihybrid cross - cross involving parents differing in 2 traits 

Polyhybrid cross - cross involving parents differing in more traits 



1. MENDELIAN PRINCIPLES (LAWS) 

1.  Principle of uniformity of F1 hybrids  

 because parents are different homozygotes 

3. Principle of segregation  

 for any trait (gene), two alleles of one gene do not mix in 

hybrid and subsequently segregate during gametogenesis  

 only one allele from each parent passes on to gamete and 

subsequently to an offspring   

 which allele of a parent's pair of alleles is inherited is a 

matter of chance 

2. Principle of identity of reciprocal crosses  

 because gene is located on autosome (there is not 

difference in sex) 



4. Principle of independent assortment  
 pairs of alleles of different genes are passed to offspring 

independently of each other → new combinations of genes 

present in neither parent, are possible  

 because genes for independently assorted traits are 

located on different chromosomes 

Mendelian principles hold true in the following conditions: 

1. MONOGENIC INHERITANCE - traits are encoded 

monogenicly (one gene encodes one trait) 

2. AUTOSOMAL INHERITANCE - genes encoding traits are 

located on autosomes 

3. GENES ARE LOCATED ON DIFFERENT CHROMOSOME 

PAIRS 

Animation of alleles that do not assort independent: http://bcs.whfreeman.com/thelifewire/content/chp10/1002002.html 

http://bcs.whfreeman.com/thelifewire/content/chp10/1002002.html


Alleles 
Dominant - allele (trait) that is expressed over the second  

 allele (trait) - functional form 

Recessive - allele (trait) that is expressed only if the 

 second allele is the same - non-functional form 

 (enzyme fails to work or it is not synthesized, e.g. lack of pigment 

 means white color is observed instead of dominant brown color)  

Complete dominance - heterozygote has the same phenotype 

as dominant homozygous 

Incomplete dominance - heterozygote has different phenotype 

than homozygotes 

Co-dominant alleles (multiple alleles) - two different alleles of 

one gene are responsible for different phenotypes 

 e.g. blood groups determined by one gene (I) with 3 alleles 

(IA, IB, i), allele A and B are co-dominant. 

Relation between alleles 

http://www.emc.maricopa.edu/faculty/farabee/BIOBK/BioBookglossR.html#recessive


Punnett square  
 designed by Reginald Punnett 

P:       BB x bb    

gamets:  

F1 : 

gamets: 

F2 : 

Genotype ratio?  

Phenotype ratio?  

MONOHYBRIDISM 



P:    GGYY x ggyy 

gamets:  

F1 : 

gamets: 

F2 : 

genotype ratio?  

phenotype ratio? 

DIHYBRIDISM 

Alternative is to use the branching method (see handbook) 

*Interactive animation of Punnett square - problem: 

http://www.dnaftb.org/dnaftb/5/concept/index.html 

http://www.dnaftb.org/dnaftb/5/concept/index.html

